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DIY Kitchen Measuring Guide Instructions

How to Measure Your Kitchen: 
11. Use the grid on the next page to measure the overall length of every wall in your kitchen. Begin with the first . Use the grid on the next page to measure the overall length of every wall in your kitchen. Begin with the first 
wall on the left and work your way around the room to your right. As you go, draw your kitchen on the grid and wall on the left and work your way around the room to your right. As you go, draw your kitchen on the grid and 
record the measurements on the drawing. record the measurements on the drawing. 
22. After all walls are measured, drawn, and labeled, indicate all breaks on each wall (such as windows, doors, . After all walls are measured, drawn, and labeled, indicate all breaks on each wall (such as windows, doors, 
panel boxes, vents, electrical outlets, etc.). For each object, measure from the left corner of the wall to the edge panel boxes, vents, electrical outlets, etc.). For each object, measure from the left corner of the wall to the edge 
of the object and be sure to indicate the width of the object. (For windows and doors, include the trim in your of the object and be sure to indicate the width of the object. (For windows and doors, include the trim in your 
measurement.)measurement.)
3.3. Include measurements for the center of the kitchen sink as well as plumbing and gas lines. Also measure and  Include measurements for the center of the kitchen sink as well as plumbing and gas lines. Also measure and 
record placement for all appliances. Fill out the appliance size chart on the next page as well.record placement for all appliances. Fill out the appliance size chart on the next page as well.
**Be sure to include islands or other objects that need to be factored into your kitchen design.Be sure to include islands or other objects that need to be factored into your kitchen design.

More Things to Consider Before You Meet with a Kitchen Designer: 
Designing a new kitchen can be a daunting task, but we are here to help! This is a list of things to consider before you sit down 
with a kitchen designer. You don't need to have ALL the answers – just an idea of what you want in your new kitchen. We can take 
care of the rest! As you think about what you want in your dream kitchen, make a few notes on the next page. 

1. What do you like about  your current kitchen? What do you dislike? 1. What do you like about  your current kitchen? What do you dislike? 

2. How will your kitchen be used on most days (cooking, entertaining, family space, etc)? 2. How will your kitchen be used on most days (cooking, entertaining, family space, etc)? 

3. What features would your d3. What features would your dream kitchen include? For example: an island or bar with seating; coffee nook,  ream kitchen include? For example: an island or bar with seating; coffee nook,  
 pantry, open shelving, crown molding, pull-out storage, glass doors, soft-close hinges & drawers, under cabinet   pantry, open shelving, crown molding, pull-out storage, glass doors, soft-close hinges & drawers, under cabinet  
 lighting, a wine rack, etc. The sky's the limit! lighting, a wine rack, etc. The sky's the limit!

4. Where4. Where should the microwave be located (over stove, in a wall cabinet, in a base cabinet)? should the microwave be located (over stove, in a wall cabinet, in a base cabinet)?

5. What color and style of cabinets are you interested in?5. What color and style of cabinets are you interested in?

6. Will you be using a contractor or will this be a DIY project?6. Will you be using a contractor or will this be a DIY project?

7. Are there other updates you will make to your kitchen (countertops, new flooring, backsplash tile, etc)?7. Are there other updates you will make to your kitchen (countertops, new flooring, backsplash tile, etc)?

8. What is the timeframe of your project? A couple of months? 6-9 months? A year?8. What is the timeframe of your project? A couple of months? 6-9 months? A year?
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Email:Email:DIY Kitchen Measuring Guide
Need help designing your kitchen? Step 1 - Fill out this easy DIY Measurement Guide. Step 2 - Call and schedule a 
FREE CONSULTATION with one of our design experts. Step 3 - Watch your dream kitchen come to life!
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2326 Russellville Road

Bowling Green, KY 
(270) 467-4663
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(615) 612-7878
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BrandBrand Model #Model # HeightHeight WidthWidth DepthDepth Notes/DetailsNotes/Details
RangeRange

Cook TopCook Top
Wall Oven
Single Double
Vent HoodVent Hood

Microwave
DishwasherDishwasher

RefrigeratorRefrigerator

Kitchen SinkKitchen Sink

Other 
(please indicate)

Appliance/Fixture Detail Chart
Please fill in requested info for all appliances & fixtures you will use in your kitchen design:

Tell Us About Your Dream Kitchen:

What is the ceiling height of your 
kitchen? ______________________

Wall cabinet height? 30"36"42"

Budget? ______________________

Measure and draw your kitchen on this grid (see page 1 for instructions).


